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ABSTRACT
The key requirement to routing in any telecommunication network,
and especially in Internet-of-Things (IoT) networks, is scalability.
Routing must route packets between any source and destination in
the network without incurring unmanageable routing overhead that
grows quickly with increasing network size and dynamics. Here we
present an addressing scheme and a coupled network topology design
scheme that guarantee essentially optimal routing scalability. TheFIB
sizes are as small as they can be, equal to the number of adjacencies a
node has, while the routing control overhead is minimized as nearly
zero routing control messages are exchanged even upon catastrophic
failures in the network. The key new ingredient is the addressing
scheme,which ispurely local, basedonlyongeographiccoordinatesof
nodes and a centralitymeasure, and does not require any sophisticated
non-local computations or global network topology knowledge for
network embedding. The price paid for these benefits is that network
topology cannot be arbitrary but should follow a specific design,
resulting in Internet-like topologies. The proposed schemes can be
most easily deployed in overlay networks, and also in other network
deployments, where geolocation information is available, and where
network topology can grow following the design specifications.
CCS Concepts
•Networks→Naming and addressing; Routing protocols;
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1. INTRODUCTION
The key motivation for this work comes from designing maximally
scalable routing in overlay networks. Overlay networks are widely
used in testing new network architectures and applications as they
allow new software and functionality to be deployed without costly
upgrades to existing infrastructure. For instance, most wide-area
testbeds, e.g., PlanetLab [14], GENI [7], or NDN testbed [5], are over-
lays as testbed nodes are usually geographically dispersed without
direct links among them. A primary goal of any telecommunica-
tion network, including overlays, is to efficiently route data packets
between any pair of nodes, without incurring unscalable routing over-
head. Two basic routing scalability metrics areFIB sizes andmessage
overhead, a number of routing protocol messages exchanged upon
topology changes. In existing Internet interdomain routing (BGP),
for instance, the former metric grows linearly with the number of
destination prefixes in the Internet [19], while the latter is unbounded
due to possibility of persistent routing oscillations [33]. Routing
with such scaling properties can clearly NOTmeet the demands of
fast-evolving data-centric applications and architectures, such as the
Internet of Things (IoT) in general, and Named Data Networking
(NDN) in particular, as they require immense, essentially unbounded
and highly dynamic addressing/destination spaces [16], calling for
radical rethinking of how routing should be done in future networks.
Greedy geometric routing (GGR) [28] provides a basis for maxi-
mally scalable routing. In GGR, all nodes in the network are mapped
to a geometric space, i.e., are assigned geometric addresses, or coor-
dinates, in this space. Given a source-destination pair of nodes, and
the destination node address in the packet, GGR forwards the packet
from the current node to its neighbor that is closest to the destination
in the space. The packet is forwarded this way until it reaches either
the destination node, signifying routing success, or a previously vis-
ited node, signifying routing failure and local minimum: a packet
circulates within a loop of nodes that do not have any neighbors closer
to the destination than themselves.
GGR guarantees the smallest possible FIB sizes, since each node
has to store only the addresses of the adjacent nodes, and no per-
destination information. The percentage of node pairs that can suc-
cessfully communicate viaGGR is called the success ratio (SR). If the
combination of network topology and addressing is such that GGR’s
SR is 100% not only in a given static topology, but also in dynamic
growing (new nodes/links) or damaged (failing nodes/links) topolo-
gies, then no exchange of routing protocol messages is needed, reduc-
ing the message overhead to zero. However, if SR degrades quickly
in dynamic topologies, an auxiliary routing protocol is needed to re-
pair broken routes by finding alternative ones. Such protocols would
re-introduce the message overhead, which would be the larger, the
smaller the SR. Therefore, a satisfactory combination of addressing
and topology must be such that GGR’s SR stays as close as possible
to 100% even if the network continues to grow indefinitely, and even
if it undergoes severe connectivity disruptions.
In [9, 31] one combination of network topology and addressing
satisfying these requirements was identified. In that combination, the
topology must be Internet-like. That is, it must have the power-law
distributionP (k)∼k−γ ofnodedegreeskwithexponentγ=2, and it
must also have asmany triangular subgraphs as possible, i.e., strongest
possible clustering. The addressingmust be hyperbolic, meaning that
the coordinates of nodes are the coordinates of points sprinkled quasi-
uniformly at randomover the hyperbolic plane [23]. Since the Internet
Autonomous System (AS) topology is Internet-like, it can be and was
embedded into the hyperbolic plane by finding the coordinates of all
AS nodes [10, 32, 29]. Yet three key difficulties with this approach are
that: 1) it requires either full or partial knowledge of the given network
topology, 2) the embedding coordinate computations are not entirely
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straightforward, and 3) they do not account for network delays, the
minimization of which is yet another efficiency goal of routing.
Here we present a coupled combination of the network design
scheme, Section 2.1, and addressing scheme, Section 2.2, that resolve
all the issues above, while maintaining the remarkable robustness of
hyperbolic GGR. The addressing scheme is geohyperbolic (GH). It
does not require any sophisticated computations. The addresses are
determinedbya simple formula that relies onlyon thegeographic coor-
dinates of nodes and a measure of centrality. Given these coordinates,
one first maps them to a node’s centrality score. The centrality scores
canbeanything that geographic coordinatesuniquelydetermine. Here
for concretenessweconsider populationdensity as the centrality score.
Given the geographic coordinates and centrality scores, the latter de-
termined by the former, the node is then mapped to a unique location
in the geohyperbolic space, equivalent to the three-dimensional hy-
perbolic spaceH3. The network design scheme is trivial. As a new
node joins the network, it must connect to a small fixed number of
nodes already in the network that are closest to the new node inH3.
We investigate, in Section 3, the performance of GHGGR in large
synthetic networks representing a worldwide overlay network deploy-
ment, and in the existing NDN testbed of 33 nodes built according to
the proposed network design scheme. We find that GHGGR’s SR is
nearly 100%, degrading only to 97% even upon catastrophic damages
to the network (20% links or nodes failing), and that these SR’s values
are essentially independent of the size of synthetic networks. GH
GGR’s delays are slightly higher than in the delay-optimal purely
geographic (GEO) scheme, whose SR degrades quickly to unaccept-
able values as the network grows or gets damaged. However, a minor
improvement of vanilla GH, the regionalized (R)GH scheme, leads to
nearly optimal delays, while maintaining remarkable SR robustness.
We discuss possible extensions of (R)GH to other network scenar-
ios in Section 4, related work in Section 5, and conclude with final
remarks in Section 6.
2. SCHEME SPECIFICATIONS
2.1 Routing and network design schemes
The routing and network design schemes are the same in all the
addressing schemes considered below. The routing scheme is pure
GGR [28], described in the Introduction.
The network design scheme prescribes any new node joining the
network to connect to a fixed numberm of existing nodes that are
closest to the new node in the geometric space. This space and the
coordinates of existing and new nodes in it are determined by an ad-
dressing scheme, so that this procedure is well defined. Parameter
m is the only parameter of the design scheme, defining the average
degree k¯=2m in the resulting topology.
2.2 Addressing schemes
Geographic scheme (GEO). The GEO scheme is used in geo-
graphic routing [20]. We refer to it here for baseline comparisons in
the next section. It is the simplest possible scheme in geolocation-
based routing: addresses of nodes are their geographic coordinates.
Since connections follow geography, and RTT delays in the Internet
are linearly correlated with geographic distances [18, 21, 25], the
scheme is essentially delay-optimal. Yet we will see that both this
delay optimality and, more importantly, SR are extremely fragile w.r.t.
to both network growth and failures.
In the scheme, the address of node i is its latitude and longitude
mapped to angular coordinates (θi,φi) on two-dimensional sphere
S2. The greater circle distance between a pair of nodes i and j, used
by the network design scheme and GGR, is
dij =RE∆θij , (1)
∆θij =cos
−1(cosθicosθj+sinθisinθjcos(φi−φj)), (2)
whereRE=6371km is the radius of theEarth, and∆θij is the central
angle between nodes i and j on S2.
Geohyperbolic scheme (GH). The GH scheme can be thought of
as a “hyperbolization” of the GEO scheme. This hyperbolization is
achieved by assigning to each node i an additional third radial coor-
dinate ri, while the other two angular coordinates (θi,φi) are still the
geographic coordinates. The radial coordinate is treated as the radial
coordinate in the spherical coordinate system in the three-dimensional
hyperbolic spaceH3. The distances inH3, used by the design scheme
and GGR, between a pair of nodes i and j with coordinates (ri,θi,φi)
and (rj ,θj ,φj) is
dij =cosh
−1(coshricoshrj−sinhrisinhrjcos∆θij), (3)
where∆θij is givenbyEq. (2). If the distribution of radial coordinates
follows the exponential distributionP (r)∼eαr with exponentα=1,
then the network design scheme in Section 2.1 guarantees that the de-
gree distribution in the resulting network topology follows the power
law P (k)∼k−γ with exponent γ=2, while clustering is strongest
possible [30], thus resulting in a maximally efficient combination of
network topology and addressing discussed in the Introduction. The
key component of the scheme is thus a centrality scheme determining
ri based on (θi,φi), discussed next.
Centrality scheme. The centrality scheme assigns a radial coordi-
nate ri inH3 to any geographic location (θi,φi) as follows. Suppose
a network is to be deployed over a certain geographic area of interest.
It can be the whole Earth surface, a continent, or a country. This area
is first tessellated into a fixed numberQ of zones z=1,2,...,Q, and
then a fixed centrality score sz≥ 1 is assigned to each zone z. The
scores can be anything, yet we note that the higher the score, the larger
the number of GGR’s paths will be routed via nodes with this score,
explaining why we call it “centrality score”. Therefore the general
recommendation is to assign higher scores to zones with higher ex-
pected centrality in the network. In the next section, we consider the
simplest option satisfying these requirements: sz’s are populations
of cities z, which are distributed as the power law with γ=2 [17].
The centrality score sz of each zone z is then mapped to z’s cen-
trality rank tz , which is z’s rank in the list of zones sorted in the
decreasing order of their centrality scores. Finally, any geolocation
(θi,φi) that fallswithin zone z in the tessellation gets radial coordinate
ri=rz given by
rz=ln(ξ+tz), (4)
where ξ≥0 is the only parameter of the scheme defining the smallest
rz , rz,min=ln(ξ+1). The larger the ξ, the less important the radial
coordinates in the hyperbolic distance (3), and themore important the
angular geographic distance. Varying ξ thus tunes the relative impor-
tance of geography versus centrality-based hyperbolicity, controlling
the preference of new nodes to connect to either more geographically
closer or more central existing nodes. Since the radial coordinates
r are set equal to the logarithm of node ranks, then the distribution
of these coordinates follows the exponential distribution P (r)∼eαr
with exponent α=1, so that the degree distribution in the resulting
network is the power law P (k)∼k−γ with γ=2 [30], unless ξ is so
large that GH becomes effectively GEO.
Regionalized geohyperbolic scheme (RGH). If the GH scheme
is deployed over geographically vast areas, it may result in suboptimal
delays. Indeed, consider packet forwarding fromBoston to Los Ange-
les, for instance, and suppose that the most central node is located in
Shanghai, e.g., because of its largest population. If the Shanghai zone
is closest to the origin of theH3 space, i.e., if its radial coordinate is
smallest, a majority of GGR paths will be routed thought it due to its
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proximity to a majority of geodesic paths inH3 [23]. It may happen
then that the packet would be first forwarded fromBoston to Shanghai,
and only then from Shanghai to Los Angeles. The packet would thus
travel over a large geographic distance and, therefore, accumulate
large time delay.
To address this suboptimality, we split the whole geographic area
of interest into regions. These regions are not to be confused with
smaller zones defined earlier. Within each region we then establish
local hub zones. These hub zones, from all the regions, are allmapped
close to the origin ofH3, so that, a majority of geographically local
paths are GGR-routed through them. If a packet from the above ex-
ample could stay within the North America region, the overall time
delay would be significantly reduced indeed.
Given any collection ofM regions, e.g., the one from the next
section, the GH scheme is regionalized as follows. First, map all
zones to their corresponding regions. Second, within each region,
sort the zones belonging to the region in the decreasing order of
their centrality scores, and pick the first Nhubs zones from each
list, whereNhubs is a scheme parameter. This way, an ordered list
Lk = {z1,k,z2,k,...,zNhubs,k} of zones zi,k, i= 1,2,...,Nhubs, is
obtained for each region k=1,2,...,M . Each entry in this list corre-
sponds to the 1st, 2nd, . . . ,Nhubs-th most central zone in each region.
Third, the centrality rank ti of zones zi,k are set to i, i.e., tzi,k = i. For
example, all the 2nd most central zones in every region get the same
centrality rank t=2. Fourth, given thus computed centrality ranks of
all hub zones, their radial coordinates are still computed using Eq. (4).
Thisway, all the 2ndmost central zones in every regionget the same ra-
dial coordinater=ln(ξ+2),while theangular coordinates are still de-
termined by geographic coordinates. Therefore, regional hub zones in
RGH become equally important across different regions, so that GGR
favors geographically local hubs, thus reducingdelays. The remaining
zones z that do not appear in any of the hub listsLk are then sorted
in the decreasing order of their centrality scores, and their centrality
ranks are set to tz=Nhubs+i, where i is z’s rank in this sorted list of
remaining zones. Their radial coordinates are still set using Eq. (4).
TheRGH scheme distorts slightly the radial coordinate distribution
P (r) from the pure exponential distribution. However, only a small
fraction of zones is assigned radial coordinates differently than in the
GH scheme. We show in the next section that even though the SR in
RGH is slightly lower than in GH, the delays in RGH are noticeably
lower than in GH, nearly as low as in the delay-optimal GEO scheme.
3. GGR PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Here we evaluate the performance of GGR in hypothetical world-
wide overlay network deployments and in the existing NDN testbed,
using the network design scheme from Section 2.1, and the three
addressing schemes: GEO, GH, and RGH.
Performance metrics. The GGR performance metrics that we
evaluate are the success ratio (SR) and the 50-th and 95-th percentiles
of overlay and underlay delay stretches (ODS and UDS). These delay
stretches measure how close routing paths are to minimal-delay paths
in the network. Given a source-destination pair of nodes in an overlay
network, let d1 be the delay along the GGR path between these nodes,
d2 be the delay along the shortest-delay path between the same nodes,
and d3 be the delay between them in the underlay. The ODS and UDS
are then defined asODS= d1
d2
andUDS= d1
d3
. The 95-th percentiles
of delay stretches provide statistics on the worst delays in the con-
sidered schemes. An ideal combination of addressing and topology
would not only maximize SR, but also minimize ODS and UDS.
Delay estimation. Since we cannot measure link delays in syn-
thetic networks, we analyzed the delays of links in theNDN testbed [5]
and found that the correlation between the measured delays and the
geographic great circle distances is given by
delay(ms)≈ distance(km)+1165
49
(5)
We use this relation to estimate the underlay delay between any pair
of nodes, or equivalently the delay of a direct overlay link between
the two nodes, if it exists. This relation is consistent with the more
thorough measurements in [25].
Centrality scheme. Weassume that zones z are cities in theworld,
and set the centrality score sz of city z equal to the city population.
The most populated cities thus have the smallest radial coordinates.
Other possibilities for centrality scores are discussed in Section 4.
Regions in RGH.We split the whole Earth surface into regions
using administrative level 1 units and their populations—these units
are states in the USA, or oblasts in Russia, for instance. These units
are thenmerged into larger contiguous regions of approximately equal
populations. If every region has approximately the same population,
then the total network load within each region would be approxi-
mately the same, since traffic volumes are positively correlated with
geographic site populations [8].
Data. The city data including geographic positions and popula-
tions are taken from the GeoNames database [3]. Administrative
level 1 units and their boundaries are taken from the free NaturalEarth
database [4]. Gridded population data is obtained from SEDACUN-
adjusted population database [1].
Scheme parameters. The following model parameters are used
in the evaluation:
• All models: the number of connections that the new nodes
establish in the network design scheme is set tom=5. This is
the minimal value ofm that guarantees a nearly 100% SR in
the RGH scheme.
• GH: ξ=5. This choice ensures that there are no “superhubs”
attracting a finite fraction of all new connections due to their
small radial coordinates given by (4).
• RGH: ξ = 5, M = 14 and Nhubs = 5. This choice of the
number of regionsM allows to divide the Earth into regions
with approximately 500 millions people in each region. This
division is optimal for the given number of local hubs.
Node appearance order. To sensibly compare the three address-
ing schemes, we have to fix the node appearance order in all of them.
We expect that in new network deployments, new nodes are more
likely to appear first in more populated cities, where the user demand
for network services is higher. This expectation is confirmed by real-
world network data. For instance, the number of the Internet routers
is positively correlated with the population size of the geographical
locations [24]; the Internet traffic volume is also correlated with the
population density of geolocations [8]. Therefore for simplicity we
assume that the network grows with nodes appearing in cities, one
node per city at a time, in the order given by the city centrality ranks,
i.e., in the decreasing order of city population sizes.
To demonstrate stability of GGR’s performance w.r.t. the node
appearance order, we also consider a more realistic non-deterministic
appearance order in the RGH scheme. Specifically, we place the local
hub nodes as the RGH prescribes, but then new nodes appear in cities
with probabilities proportional to the city population. This process
mimics more closely a real-world deployment scenario, where the
appearance order of nodes is not deterministic, but the probability of
node appearance is still proportional to the number of potential net-
work users. We will see that the deterministic and non-deterministic
node appearance orders yield very similar results.
Networks. Two types of networks are considered. The first one is
the real operational NDN testbed [5], consisting of 33NDN sites as of
November 2016. We ignore its current topology, and rebuild it from
scratch using the three considered addressing schemes. We use the
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same network design scheme from Section 2.1 for each addressing
scheme. Even though the design scheme is the same, the resulting
topologies are different since the addressing schemes are different.
The second type of networks are hypothetical world-wide overlay de-
ployment networks that are generated using the same schemes applied
to all possible cities present in the GeoNames database,∼112,000
cities total.
The main purpose of using these hypothetical networks is to eval-
uate GGR’s scalability, i.e., to tell how well GGR’s performance
metrics scalewith the growing network size. We grow these networks
according to the network design and addressing schemes, following
the node appearance order discussed above, and measure GGR’s per-
formance metrics at certain network sizes. The smallest network size
when the measurements are performed is 205, when allNhubs=5 lo-
cal hubs from all theM=14 regions in the RGH scheme are added to
the network. The lastmeasurements are performedwhen the networks
are grown up to 10,000 nodes.
Connectivity failures. In the NDN testbed, we evaluate GGR’s
performance degradation under all possible 1-node and1-link failures,
thanks to the testbed’s small size. That is, one node or one link is first
removed from the topology, emulating link or node failure, and all the
GGR’s performance metrics—SR, UDS, ODS—are then measured.
Wemeasure thesemetrics for all possible 1-node and 1-link removals,
and report the results averaged over all such trials. If 1-node/1-link
removals do not strongly affect routing measurements even in this
small topology, one cannot expect such small network damage to
be noticeable in larger topologies. Second, much more catastrophic
connectivity disruptions are investigated, both in the NDN testbed
and in hypothetical networks: 20% of all links are removed at random,
and all the GGR’s performance metrics are then measured again. In
hypothetical networks, thesemeasurements are performed at different
network sizes mentioned above. In the NDN testbed, we perform 100
trials of 20% random link removals, to sample a majority of failed
network configurations. The results reported for the NDN testbed are
averaged over these 100 trials.
The main purpose of these tests is to check howmuch GGR suffers
from connectivity failures, i.e., howmany paths become non-routable
and should thus be taken care of, if needed, by an auxiliary routing
strategy. If routing SR stays close to 1, only a tiny fraction of paths
needs to be corrected by such a strategy, meaning that routing control
message overhead remains close to zero.
Evaluation results. The results of these experiments in hypothet-
ical overlay networks are reported in Fig. 1. Both GH and RGH show
excellent routing overhead scaling, because their success ratios are
very close to 1, and nearly independent of the network size. The me-
dianODSdelay stretch does not noticeably dependon the network size
either, quickly settling to a bounding value around 1.05. In contrast,
the GEO scheme degrades fairly quickly, thus becoming unfeasible
to use in real networks. The networks built according to the GEO
scheme are thus much more fragile, compared to the (R)GH schemes,
w.r.t. connectivity disruptions, due to the lack of the notion of node
centrality, and consequently the lack of hyperbolicity.
Both theODS95-th percentiles show that theRGHscheme does no-
ticeably reduce, compared toGH, the delays of theworst-delay-stretch
paths. The results of the more realistic scenario with the randomized
node appearance order used in the RGH scheme are comparable to
those using the deterministic node appearance order. The ODS 95-th
percentiles appear to be bounded by a value around 1.3 as networks
growaccording toRGH,withorwithout randomizednode appearance.
Most importantly, even the catastrophic connectivity disruptions do
not much affect the success ratio and delay stretches of the (R)GH
schemes, thus making them feasible schemes for the deployment in
real networks.
The results for the NDN testbed are presented in Table 1. The
GH and RGH’s SR is exactly 1 in the original NDN testbed, as well
as in all possible 1-node- or 1-link-failed testbeds, meaning that no
auxiliary routing protocol is needed to handle such failures, and the
routing message overhead is exactly zero. Even if 20% of links fail,
both schemes maintain success ratio remarkably close to optimal 1
(0.97-0.98). We emphasize that these results imply that even in highly
dynamic scenarios with catastrophic link failures, only a small frac-
tion of paths become GGR-unroutable, and must thus be handled by
alternative routing methods if needed. In normal conditions, or when
only one node or link fails, such alternative methods are not required
and the routing overhead is strictly zero, because all paths remain to be
GGR-routable. That is, GGR finds alternative paths around failures
without any recomputations or information exchange between routers.
Themedianoverlay stretch is1 in both the original and failednetworks,
meaning that at least ahalfofGGR’spathsaredelay-optimalevenupon
major changes in network topology, while 95% of paths experience
theODS below 2.6 in GH and 1.5 in RGH in the undamaged topology,
compared toGEO’s 1.3. These numbers show that, as in synthetic net-
works, RGH helps to decrease GH’s delay to almost the GEO values,
without sacrificing 100% SR. In damaged topologies, the ODS 95-th
percentiles are not significantly larger than in the undamaged one.
The UDS is always larger than the ODS as expected, but not by much
for the majority of paths—the undamaged median, for instance, is 1.2
for all the GEO, GH, and RGH, while overall the worst numbers are
theUDS 95-th percentiles in the catastrophically damaged topologies,
which are 2.0, 4.5, and 3.8 for GEO, GH, and RGH, respectively.
Code and data availability. All the code and data used in the
experiments described above are freely available at [2].
Table 1: Evaluation of GGR in the GEO, GH, and RGH schemes, applied
to the NDN testbed. The SR, ODS, and UDS metrics shown for damaged
networks are averaged over all possible 1-link or 1-node removals from the
original NDN testbed topology, and over 100 trials of removal of 20% random
links.
M
od
el
Scenario SR ODS 50th ODS 95th UDS 50th UDS 95th
G
EO
Original 0.895 1.000 1.259 1.166 1.675
1 node 0.893 1.000 1.263 1.166 1.682
1 link 0.895 1.000 1.263 1.167 1.682
20% links 0.879 1.000 1.392 1.248 1.974
G
H
Original 1.000 1.000 2.646 1.225 3.616
1 node 1.000 1.000 2.655 1.230 3.725
1 link 1.000 1.000 2.647 1.229 3.660
20% links 0.977 1.000 2.931 1.309 4.511
RG
H
Original 1.000 1.000 1.544 1.216 2.187
1 node 1.000 1.000 1.607 1.219 2.337
1 link 1.000 1.000 1.578 1.219 2.209
20% links 0.970 1.000 2.161 1.268 3.826
4. DISCUSSION
We emphasize that the considered schemes are not directly ap-
plicable to existing underlays, such as the Internet, simply because
the key element of these schemes is the network design scheme that
prescribes how connections must be formed in the network, given the
geohyperbolic addresses of nodes/routers in it. This lack of freedom
in engineering the topology arbitrarily is the price paid for exceptional
routing scalability. Nevertheless the specified network design scheme
does grow Internet-like topologies, and even stronger, the real Internet
topology follows, albeit approximately, the specified network design
scheme, as shown in [10, 30], as if the actual evolution of the real
Internet has followed this design scheme at a large scale butwith some
random deviations at smaller scales.
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Figure 1: Evaluation of GGR in the GEO, GH, RGH schemes, and in the
RGH scheme with randomized node arrivals, applied to hypothetical world-
wide overlay networks. “Full net.” and “Link removal” in the figure titles
corresponds respectively to the undamaged networks and the same networks
with 20% of all links randomly removed. The routing performance metrics
are the Success Ratio (SR) and the 50-th and 95-th percentiles of Overlay and
Underlay Delay Stretches (ODS and UDS). All the metrics are measured as
functions of the network size shown on the horizontal axes.
The proposed schemes can be used in new underlays however, in
which geographic positions of nodes are known, andwhich can follow
the specified network design scheme. For initial deployment in those
cases, one has first to fix a centrality score scheme, such as population
density. The only requirement to the centrality score of a geolocation
is that it should be uniquely determined by the geolocation. If so, then
any node at any geolocation (θ,φ) has a unique location (r,θ,φ) in the
geohyperbolic space. The network design scheme prescribes that if a
newnode at a given geolocation is to be added to the network, then this
nodemust be linked to a fixed numberm of already existing nodes in
the network that are closest to the newnode in the geohyperbolic space.
To determined this set ofm nodes at initial stages of deployment, the
geolocation of all existing nodes in networkmust probably be globally
known. At later stages of deployment however, when the network
grows large, the geohyperbolic space can be tessellated into small
cells, so that the determination of the set ofm existing nodes to which
the new node must connect, can be limited to within the cell in which
new node appears, e.g. similar to how this is done in fast generation
of hyperbolic graphs [34, 11]. If any node fails, it is simply removed
from the network along with all its connections. If the node comes
back, its connections are restored as usual. As the results presented
above demonstrate, in a vast majority of cases this transient network
dynamics will not incur any routing overhead or stretch increase.
New nodes in the network can certainly appear not necessarily
within a city, but at any geolocation. In this case, the zones z re-
quired for the calculation of centrality scores sz can be obtained using
Voronoi tessellation with cities as base points, for instance.
Weusedcitypopulationsizesasacentralitymeasure forcities/zones,
but other measures can be chosen for different network deployments.
For instance, it may happen in some networks that the traffic load is
driven not bymany small users, but by few large users that use network
resources extensively. In this case the centrality scores can be based
on expected users’ activity averaged over large time scales.
Dynamics of centrality scores in the (G)HR schemes can affect
the efficiency of GGR. However, the topology dynamics time scale is
likely to bemuch smaller than the time scale of centrality dynamics in
most cases, so that centrality score recalculations will likely be rarely
needed. For instance, the dynamics of city populations occurs on the
scale of decades with a slowing rate [6].
The tiny fraction of unsuccessful paths in GH and RGH schemes in
failing networks can be handled by auxiliary routing strategies, such
as adaptive forwarding protocols [26]. As shown in [26], if the SR
is maintained close to 100%, these protocols do not introduce any
noticeable protocol message overhead. Alternatively, parameterm
can simply be increased, resulting in denser and more robust network
topologies.
5. RELATEDWORK
The literature on greedy geometric routing in general, and geo-
graphic routing in particular, and on overlay virtual coordinate sys-
tems and network designs, is extremely vast, so that here for brevity
we mention only the most pertinent results, other than those already
referred to. The fact that any given network topology can be mapped
to the hyperbolic plane such that GGR’s SR is 100% was first proven
in [22]. Theproof goesvia building a spanning tree in thenetwork, and
then isometrically embedding the tree into the hyperbolic plane such
that SR is 100%. Unfortunately, as soon as any link belonging to this
tree fails, the tree must be recomputed from scratch. If such recompu-
tations are to be performed in a distributed manner, they would incur
significant overhead. Hyperbolic network mapping algorithms that
do not require global recomputations upon network topology changes
were introduced in [15]. The key idea behind those algorithms is to
rely on gravity-pressure routing to route around failing links. Multiple
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extensions of dynamic overlay mapping to hyperbolic spaces were in-
vestigated in [13, 27],where, as in all thepreviouswork, thehyperbolic
spaces are virtual, unrelated to geography. In a recent outstanding
theoretical contribution [12], itwasproven that both theSRand stretch
of GGR and similar algorithms in random hyperbolic graphs con-
verge, in the n→∞ limit, to optimal 1 in a wide range of parameters.
Unfortunately, the constants, as functions of model parameters, char-
acterizing the speed of this convergence remain unknown. Therefore
as far as finite-size networks are concerned, only experimental results,
such as those presented in this paper, appear to be currently available.
6. CONCLUSION
We introduced simple geohyperbolic addressing schemes, and a
simple network design scheme coupled to them. The schemes do
not require any sophisticated non-local computations of addresses
of nodes joining the network. The addresses are determined only by
geographic coordinates of nodes, and by centrality scores defined by
these coordinates. Greedy geometric routing in resulting network
topologies is remarkably scalable and robust with respect to network
growth and failures. The FIB sizes are as small as they can be, assum-
ing some per-adjacency information must be stored anyway, while
the routing protocol message overhead is nearly zero. The delay of
greedy routing paths is also very close to optimal.
The price paid for this remarkable routing scalability, robustness,
and efficiency is that the network topology cannot be arbitrary but
must follow the network design scheme. If extreme routing scalability
is a requirement, e.g., in IoT-networks, then the proposed schemes are
viable candidates for deployment in real-world networks, where node
geolocation information is available, and where network topology
construction can follow the simple specified design rules.
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